CDARC REMOTELY-CONTROLLED STATION
OPERATING INSTRUCTIONS – REMOTE CLIENT
The CDARC Remotely-Controlled Station (RCS) is for use by members of CDARC who
have received approval to operate the station. Before attempting to operate the RCS you will
need to install the appropriate software. If you have not yet done this, please refer to the RCS
Software Installation document & the confidential settings document sent separately. If you
have any questions or encounter any difficulties, please e-mail: rcsadmin@cdarc.org.uk
The remote access to the CDARC remote HF station matches closely operating a FT2000
directly. The Yaesu description of this “retired” rig can be found here and the operating
manual can be downloaded from the “file” section.
https://www.yaesu.com/indexVS.cfm?cmd=DisplayProducts&ProdCatID=102&encProdID=66EA
91711DFB68C03DED4AD35153E12C

PROCESS - Overview
1 Check the remote access calendar & book yourself a slot.
2 Run Putty session for connection to the Raspberry Pi.
3 Turn on power supply to FT-2000
4 Switch on & use the FT2000 - Enjoy using the remote.
5 Turn off FT2000 & power control.
6 Exit Putty session by closing the putty window (otherwise other members remain locked
out).

PROCESS DETAIL
1 Check the remote access calendar & book yourself a slot
To avoid conflict / clashes, Please check the calendar (web address sent separately keep
confidential to CDARC members, who have been given approval to operate the remote
station).
Book yourself a free slot

Using the “who” slot for the detail will show immediately, whereas the “description” does
not, your entry should then look like that below. (It is even possible to link this with your
other “electronic” calendars.)

2 Run Putty session for connection to the Raspberry Pi.
Open the putty software (previously configured) & open the session. This can be achieved
by double clicking the saved session “CDARC”.

The very first time you connect you will get a message:

Click Yes. You will then see a login prompt.
Your username & password (unique to each user) will be sent separately.
Put in user name, hit return, the cursor does not move as you enter the password
(capital & small sensitive)
Once logged in, a 'message of the day' will be displayed. This will tell you what is
connected to each Antenna – Antenna 2 is likely to be frequently adjusted.

Leave this window open (you can minimise), as you will lose access once closed.
(At end of session please log out - just close the “Putty” window.)
Turning off your PC will automatically log you out

3 Turn on the 13.8v power supply for the FT-2000
Open your web browser use URL http://localhost If the SSH connection is working
properly to the raspberry Pi, this will bring up a self-explanatory power control page. There
will be a message declaring whether the Server PC is asleep, waking or awake (this can take
a couple of seconds to refresh) Please WAIT for the PC to be awake before trying to
“connect” to the software.
Pressing the green bar
• will start the PC “wake up” process if required
• will provide 15 minutes of power to the FT-2000
• can be pressed at any time for another 15 minutes.
There is a warning before loss of power at 5mins – visual, 2min – audio bleeping
Try to avoid allowing the power to switch off before the rig is turned off. If this
happens it occasionally causes the software to hang. If this happens please let the RCS
administrator know so it can be reset.
Pressing the red bar switches off the power. The PC will go to sleep after approximately
15minutes of no activity.
4 Switch on & use the FT-2000
Open FTDXRC software; and connect to the server. (next 2 screen shots were taken when the
RCS used the FT-950 but the bits pointed at are the same)

Turn the rig on.

Important
Until familiar with rig suggest have a session of receive and looking at the different features
before transmitting. Beware MOX, VOX & function key F12 will activate the PTT and
set the transmitter on.
If the FT-2000 is “transmitting” then the GREEN “busy” indicator to the left of the main
VFOA frequency display turns red (as will either the MOX or VOX switch).
It is usually possible to place the “Power” window next to the FTDXRC window

There are several ways to tune the rig, including using the mouse to rotate the main VFO dial.
See https://www.df3cb.com/ftdxrc/documentation/operating/tuning.php for other & better
ways.
Controlling the FT-2000, see
https://www.df3cb.com/ftdxrc/documentation/menu/controls.php
(particularly how to turn on the internal ATU & adjust it, and us of “sliders”)

Before transmitting, please check the SWR on the aerial selected
This is easily done by selecting AM, reduce power levels to about 10watts.
Click on MOX (or F12), look at meter and select SWR by clicking the “meter switch”.
(be aware the meter can be deactivated to reduce internet load see
https://df3cb.com/ftdxrc/documentation/menu/controls.php )
Ensure the SWR is 1:1.5 or less. If not then use the internal tuner.
To activate the Tuner click on the Tuner Button once.
To start tuning right-click on the Tuner Button, then left click the “start
tuner”. (the setting will go into memory, but will need repeating if
change aerial for same band).
To deactivate the Tuner click again on the Tuner Button.

Click on MOX (or F12) to release the PTT.
When you are ready to try transmitting it is very important that the audio levels are set
correctly.
Start with adjusting your own computer sound card to maximum (but without “boost”. In the
sound card advanced settings, it is best if these are set to 2 channel 16bit 48000 HZ DVD
quality – as this will then match the setting at the server end).
If the dummy load is attached suggest you use this to check out audio levels as below. (If you
want to set up and test with dummy load let RCS administrator know and he can attach to
one of the aerial connections).
Select MOX (or F12) to activate the PTT. Use the “meter” to observe the ALC. (Will adjust
differently for processor on /off). Speak normally and adjust the microphone gain of the Rig
until a reasonable indication on the ALC & power meter is seen. (The manual suggests
talking the ALC up to the top of the marked section, but the remote does not respond quite as
quickly so talking it up to about half way in the marked section is probably correct without
over driving.)
Select the power level. (It will default back to how it was left on the actual rig in the shack
once you turn off the rig)
Click MOX again (or F12) to release the PTT. Note the correct level of the microphone
gain for yourself, as this will reset to where the controls have been left on the actual rig.

You are now ready to operate. Suggest first few sessions operate by answering a friendly
station to ensure not over driving etc.
Once on the air you may wish to adjust the microphone frequency response.
The “Parametric Microphone Equalizer” is found under Settings. It adjusts the setting in the
rig, so can only be adjusted when “connected”. Note the correct settings for your microphone
& recheck before each session as your settings may be different to the previous operator.
See https://df3cb.com/ftdxrc/documentation/operating/equalizer.php

It is possible to adjust certain menu setting of the FT2000 remote PLEASE DO NOT DO
THIS. If you feel a menu setting needs changing please contact the RCS administrator.
ADVANCED features
The FT-2000 has many excellent advanced features that can be accessed remotely. Until
familiar with the rig they may be confusing. Appendix 1 explains how to turn off these
feature (which may have been used by the previous operator). Following the instruction in
appendix 1 will allow use of the rig to be used as a simple single VFO rig. Please feel to start
using advanced feature once you are confident.
5 Turn off FT-2000 & power control.
At end of session please turn off the Rig (Indicator on power button will go from red to
white)
Disconnect the remote software (click in same area as did the connection)

Turn off “power switch” by clicking the red bar.
This process is a clean way to turn off the rig and gives the next operator the best chance of
success. Just letting it “crash out” – as it will do if left on, may cause the server software to
hang and the RCS administrator may then need to reset.
6 Exit Putty session (otherwise other members remain locked out).
To do this, just close the “Putty Connection” window.
TROUBLESHOOTING
Experience has revealed the following:
Re no power on transmit.
Depending on the microphone used, the audio recording levels set on your “client” PC may
need to be increased.
Several members have missed the setting “send audio on MOX”, check your settings.
A reasonable PC is required, older PCs may struggle but try it and see.
Occasionally the received audio goes quiet on returning from TX to RX. This seems to be the
audio client hanging. Clicking the red square and cycle through the green triangle and back
to the red square will sort ASAP.
Occasionally the audio & rig control get out of sync (clicking the MOX button turns the
display to indicate the rig has gone to transmit, but you are still hearing the Rx.) Your
receiving partner will not hear the beginning of your transmission. This may because you PC
is slow in processing the audio. Temporary solution is to press the “disconnect” / “connect”
button. This will resync the audio & control. If this continues to happen , then you may need
to adjust the “audio buffers’. See below re WiFi. (again if getting audio drop outs adjust you
audio buffers)
Most of the latency is likely to be in your own PC (see several references to this in the
FTDXRC documentation). WiFi can be problematic, as some of the problems above can be
solved by wired direct connection to your router, or mobile phone tethered hot spot (again by
USB connection) – The internet connect does not need to be particularly fast. RCS
Administrator has operated quite successfully with a marginal 3G connection.
If it all goes quiet and the rig not responding as expected, check that the 15minute power
limit not been reached. You can reset the power to get another 15minutes at any time, it is
surprising how quickly 15minutes goes bye.
Have fun – Richard G4AWP
15th December 2020
Any questions or problems please email rcsadmin@cdarc.org.uk

Appendix 1
Remote station FT-2000 simple rig check list
Preamble
The FT2000 is a superb rig with multiple features, but until familiar can cause confusion.
The following these instructions will set the rig up as a “simple” single VFO SSB transceiver,
with advanced features switched off, these can then be switched back as and when
ready/needed.
The order of these instructions is important, as some of the features are held in the VFO &
band memory, so if selected in the wrong order features that had been switched off may reappear unexpectedly. If change band, suggest quickly look through the check list again.
These settings should only be made after the FT2000RC software is “connected” and the rig
has been turned on.
Check list
Check Mox & Vox are off

Ensure VFO mode (not memory mode)

Select VFO A only (Rx & Tx lights on, if VFO A Rx is flashing receiver is muted),
VFO B Rx & Rx lights off.

Select band required

(remember the bands are “stacked” so there are 3 “memories” for each band)

Select mode

Select antenna
(if in doubt, see “Message of the Day” for latest Antenna Details)

Select internal tuner if necessary
(right click, then left click on message to retune the internal tuner for current frequency – left
click on button to toggle internal tuner on/off)

Set RF & AF gain controls for “main” & check Squelch is off

Processor on

Check Audio Channel A is ON (suggest leave both A & B on, Microphone symbol should
be grey if red then it has been muted)

Clarifier off
(If using clarifier use slider labelled “Clar”)

Monitor -off; Attenuator -off; IPO -on (on for 160/80/40m, possibly pre-Amp1 or 2 for
higher bands);
Roofing filter auto, AGC auto, Noise Blanker - off

Narrow bandwidth -off; Split -off; TxW -off

Check Width around 2400 Hz and shift central 0 Hz

Advanced features all off (Variable RF pre-selector - off “FLT” says Thru; Notch filter- off
slider grey; auto digital notch filter DNF- off; Contour – off slider grey; Digital Noise
Reduction DNR- off)
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